
Year 3!

Friday 26th February 2021





Good Morning Year 3! 
It’s Friday!!!

Here is the link to Joe Wicks 
workout if you would like to 

join! Remember, it is optional!

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCAxW1XT0iEJo0TYlRfn6rYQ

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCAxW1XT0iEJo0TYlRfn6rYQ


Morning 

Challenge!



ANSWERS!
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SPAG



Here are your spellings: Sub- and Super-

If you need it, have a quick practice before you do the test!

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3

subway
submit

subzero
superman
superstar

superpower

subheading
submarine

subzero
superhero

supermarket
superhuman

submerge
submarine

subordinate
supervision
supersede
supersonic



Spelling Test!
Click on your groups spelling test video on dojo! Let us know how you get 

on with your spellings this week!



Literacy



LO: I can sequence the key 
events in a story!



Well done for completing your 
newspaper report yesterday!

Today, we are going to finish the 
story...





Complete this to 

show the bear’s 

feelings at this 

point in the story.



Quick Prediction...

In a minute, we are going to read to the end of the story...

Before that, on a piece of paper or whiteboard, write a 

sentence about what you think will happen next in the story.



Let’s read on...















TASK: Cut or write these out and put them in the correct order!



ANSWERS



Maths



Friday Sumdog Challenge!
9am - 3pm

Answer 250 questions to get 250 coins!
Message us if you have forgotten your login details and we 

will email them to you! Have Fun!



Maths Starter - Fill in the multiplication grid...



ANSWERS

3

4 12

2 6

24

6

24

12



LO: I can solve 
addition and 
subtraction word 
problems



Have a look at this word problem...

Go onto next slide for some tips to solving word 

problems...





Tips for solving a word problem.
Read the whole word problem, it may even help you to read it out loud to yourself.

Underline the facts/key information

Altogether in this problem 

means Adding. 256 + 328 = 
Write a number sentence...



256 + 328 = 

We now know the number sentence is... 

What is the best way to solve an addition like this?

Hint- we used the method this week.



256 + 328 = 

You can use compact column addition...

Draw this out and have a go at solving this.

Don’t forget to leave a gap 



ANSWER

256 + 328 =584



Have a look at this word problem...

Remember to…
-Read the whole word problem

-Underline the key information

-Write a number sentence

-Solve the problem

THINK : Is it an addition or a subtraction?



Underline the facts/key 

information

This is a subtraction. Therefore the number sentence is …

392-326=



We now know the number sentence... 

392-326=

How could we solve this? Think of a method that 

we have been using this week.



392-326= 66

You can use maths frog...



Have a go at this word problem...

Read it, and see if you can find the key information to work out 

if it is an addition or subtraction. 

Then try and solve the word problem using the best method.  



ANSWER

This is a subtraction so you should have used maths frog to solve this word 

problem!



Have a go at this word problem...

Read it, and see if you can find the key information 

to work out if it is an addition or subtraction. 

Then try and solve the word problem using the 

best method.  



ANSWER

This is an addition so you 
should have used compact 
column addition method to 
solve it.



Task: Cut 
these out, 
and put 
them in a 
pile. Then 
pick one 
from the 
pile, decide 
whether it 
involves 
addition or 
subtraction, 
and then 
calculate 
the answer. 

Challenge 1



Extra Hot - trickier 2-step word problems...



ANSWERS to Challenge 1



ANSWERS to trickier 2 step word problems


